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 Data-intensive science 
 Added value 
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EPIC.AWI.DE 
 Open access repository for various types of 
digital items: thesis, publications, 
presentations, reports, … 
 Metadata: 
Bibliographic information (including DOI) 
Organizational units (AWI section, Helmholtz WP, 
graduate school) 
Research platform, campaign 
Geographical location, EU project,… 
 Digital object:  
PDF, ZIP archive 






- Create item by importing  from DOI (or 
manually entering the metadata) 
- Upload PDF 
- Deposit item 
- Item will be sent to EPIC editors 
- After inspection, item will be placed in 
live archive 
- Item gets a persistant identifier 
(=handle);  email notification follows 
- Changes/corrections to the item can 
only be made by editors or librarians 
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EPIC editors 
pub-bib@awi.de 
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If item is assigned to multiple 
sections, then all respective 
editors are allowed to review the 
item 
Username mandatory for AWI authors 
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Use „autocompletion“ – Make 
sure the correct entry with email 
and username is selected 
Organizational Units 




Uploading digital document(s) 
Embargoed access  
(up to 12 months) 
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Open access 
Policies 
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  Consult SHERPA/RoMEO for publisher 
policies and self-archiving;  read your own 
contract terms 
  Thesis:  read AWI official publication 
policies 
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Publisher DOI 
Publisher DOI used 




 Data-intensive science 
 Added value 
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GIS 
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„Share“ options: 
(also as solution for 
publication archival 




 Data-intensive science 
 Added value 
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EXPEDITION.AWI.DE 
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Sharing EPIC content 
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Information Services at AWI 
 Repository & portal solutions 
 For data acquisition from research platforms: DSHIP 
 For publications: EPIC 
 For datasets: PANGAEA 
 All in one:  EXPEDITION 
 Visualization 
 GIS, ODV, Matlab… 
 
 eSERVICES 
 Personal data (eAccount,  
ePersonal, Personal Homepages) 
 Assets (eRoom, eAWICAR) 
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Helpful links 
 AWI Publication policies 
 EPIC: Newsletters, editors  
 PANGAEA:  Submit data 
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